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 . Composer: Various Artists A Jukebox Musical is a fully-fledged musical with an amazing score. Every track on this record has
a happy message on it and many, including the title track, are performed in a different language. It’s clever, catchy and upbeat,
all with a cheeky feel to it. Read more Bloxx Producer: Steve ‘Sledge’ Lipson In 1996, Bloxx’s Steve ‘Sledge’ Lipson was a part
of the duo Woodwork. While Woodwork became a dance/pop duo, Bloxx are clearly in a different place, having mastered the
art of chiptune production. Been Alo Producer: New Order New Order’s album Extension was a classic dance record that saw
many of the band’s live staples merged with a hard-edged sound. This is a testament to the timeless nature of extension, and

Been Alo is perhaps its most accessible track. It also holds the most haunting lyric ‘I had the music in the head but I couldn’t find
the right words to say.’ Gladiola Composer: Unknown Producer: Unknown A side project of Swedish producer/DJ Manum, this

has been around for a while now but only recently started to get some exposure. The melancholic piano ballad is a soulful cut
that evokes feelings of nostalgia. Keep Me Close Producer: Coldcut Producer: Daft Punk This Coldcut collaboration has gone

on to be included in Daft Punk’s Random Access Memories. The minimalist arrangement and vocals on this track have an
ethereal quality that draws you in. The two best lines of the song are: ‘when we’re close it’s beautiful/but when we’re apart it’s
heaven’ and ‘I don’t need a bottle to feel better/when I’m with you I’ll never let you down.’ Breakfast at Tiffany’s Composer:

Frank Loesser The original version of Breakfast at Tiffany’s is a strange affair, with the gentle melody sounding like it could be
a nursery rhyme. It was also released as a single in 82157476af
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